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Assam Schedule VII, Form No. 132 

HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT OF SUIT/ CASE 

DISTRICT : DHUBRI 

IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE DHUBRI 

 

Present: Smti. D.Boro, A.J.S 

    Civil Judge, Dhubri 

Title Suit No. 22/2016 
          31st day of May, 2019 
 

   Mahammad Ali   ......................  Plaintiff. 

-Versus- 

 Gafur Uddin and 4 others       ……………… Defendants. 

This suit coming on this day (or having been heard on) 01-04-2019, 07-05-2019. 

In the presence of: 

Mr.C.B.A.Mollah ............................ Ld. Advocate for Plaintiff 

Mr. M.Islam     ……………………………. Ld. Advocate for Defendants.  

 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

J U D G M E N T 

1. This is a suit for declaration and apportionment of share etc. 

2. Plaintiff’s case in brief is that the one Rahmatulla Dewani, the predecessor-in-

interest of the plaintiff and defendantsowned and possessed land measuring 53B 

(fifty three bigha) covered by Patta No.99, Khatian No.100 at Shamcharaner Kuti 

Pt.III, out of which 3B (three bigha) has been acquired by the Govt.of Assam under 

Ceiling Act.Rahmatulla Dewani died long years back leaving four sons viz. 
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Khairuddin, Siraj Uddin, Gafur Uddin and Ajgar Ali and two daughters viz.Omena 

Bibi and Amena Bibi. As per Mohammedan (Sunni) Law of inheritance, each son is 

entitled to get 10B(ten bigha) and each daughter is entitled to get 5B(five bigha). 

The defendant No. 2, 3 & 4 died leaving their legal heirs.One daughter of deceased 

Rahmatulla naming Amena Bibi (mother of the plaintiff) died leaving him as only 

legal heir.  The mother of the plaintiff was handicapped and Lt. Rahmatulla Dewani 

gave her in marriage with the father of the plaintiff and gave her land measuring 5B 

(five bigha). For the activities of the defendant, it has become difficult for the 

plaintiff to possess and enjoy the suit property described in schedule below jointly 

with the defendants. Hence this suit. 

3. After receiving summons, the defendants have appeared and contested the suit 

except defendant No.1 by filing written statement.  

4. It is submitted that the suit is maintainable in law; there is no causeof action for the 

suit; plaintiff has no right to file and prosecute the suit; suit is hit by provision of 

estoppel and acquiescence; suit is under-valued.It is submitted that Rahmatulla 

Dewani had not died leaving two daughters viz. Omena Bibi @ Omina Bibi and 

Amena Bibi. Rahmatulla Dewani died leaving only one daughter i.e. defendant No.5 

Omena Bibi @ Omina Bibi.  Amena Bibi died before her father Rahamatulla Dewani. 

Plaintiff’s mother died during the life time of her father Rahamatulla, so the plaintiff 

has no right to inherit his maternal grandfather’s property. The plaintiff is entitled to 

inherit his mother’s property only. The plaintiff has not share in his maternal grand-

father’s property. Rahamatulla died leaving the legal heirs as defendant No.2,3 & 4 

and defendant No. 1 & 5, not the plaintiff’s mother because the plaintiff’s mother 

died before Rahamatulla. The defendants are not aware about giving of any land by 

Rahmatulla Dewani to plaintiff’s mother because they were minor at that time. If 

Rahamatulla gave some land to the plaintiff’s mother at the time of marriage then 
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there must be some written registered/public documents.  After the death of 

Rahamatulla the defendants amicably partitioned their ancestral property as per 

Mohammedan Law of inheritance and possessed their respective share from 1969 

without any hindrance and the defendant No.1 sold some portion of his share of 

inherited land to the defendant No.3 in the year 1969 and the defendant No.3 (now 

his heirs) possessed the same. Plaintiff’s mother died during the life time of 

Rahmatulla Dewani. When plaintiff’s mother dies, the defendant No.2, 3, 5 were 

minor and some were unborn and they came to know the same from the 

documents/records left by Rahmatulla Dewani. The plaintiff’s mother has no right to 

inherit her parental property. Therefore the plaintiff has no right to inherit his 

maternal grandfather’s property. Accordingly the defendant has prayed to dismiss 

the suit with costs. 

5. The following issues are framed:- 

1) Whether the suit is maintainable? 

2) Whether the suit is barred by limitation? 

3) Whether the plaintiff’s mother Amena Bibi died prior to the death of her father 

Rahamatulla Dewani? 

4) Whether the plaintiff’s mother Amena Bibi inherited the properties left behind by 

Rahamatulla Dewani? If yes, what is the share of the plaintiff’s mother in the suit 

land? 

5) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to 5 bigha of land out of the suit land? 

6) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the relief as prayed for? 

7) To what other relief/relief, if any, the parties are entitled?  

6. Plaintiff has examined one witness and some exhibited documents.Defendants’ side 

has examined five witnesses with some exhibited documents.  

7. Discussions, Reasons and Decision: 
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8. Issue No.1 & 2: 

The plaintiff claims that the schedule land is his maternal grandfather’s property. His 

maternal grandfather had given 5B land to his mother. The plaintiff is the only the 

legal heir of his mother. He has filed this suit for apportionment of share. I find that 

there is nothing that the suit is not maintainable. There is no limitation period in 

asking share in ancestral property. Hence, I find that the suit is maintainable and 

the suit is not barred by limitation. 

9. Issue No.3: 

 As per Muslim Law of Inheritance, a child does not get right over property by birth. 

He is to survive his ancestor then only he/she will inherit his/her ancestor’s 

property. The property in question is the property left by plaintiff’s maternal 

grandfather. So, if the plaintiff’s mother has predeceased her father Rahmatullah 

Dewani, definitely the plaintiff’s mother had no right in her father’s property. So, the 

plaintiff has to show when his mother died. The plaintiff has further claimed that his 

mother was physically handicapped and her father Rahmatullah Dewani had given 

her 5B land during his life time. The plaintiff has to prove this fact too.  

10. So, it appears that the plaintiff has to prove that his mother was alive at the time of 

death of his maternal grandfather. Secondly, Rahmatullah Dewani had given 5B 

land to the plaintiff’s mother. Now, the plaintiff’s side had examined only two 

witnesses viz. the plaintiff himself and the defendant No.1 against whom the suit is 

proceeding ex-parte. The other defendants stated in their WS that the defendant 

No.1 had sold some portion of his land falling in his share to the defendant No.3 

and those lands are now possessed by the heirs of defendant No.3. The defendant 

No.1 as PW2 has admitted selling of land to defendant No.3 and his heirs by 

registered sale deeds from Ext.B to F. It appears from the sale deeds from Ext.B to 

F that the defendant No.1 sold total 8B-2K-1L (eight bigha two katha one lecha) 
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land to the defendant No.3 and his heirs by registered sale deeds. Now after selling 

out major portion of his land the defendant No.1 has joined his niece the plaintiff. 

The plaintiff’s side had not submitted any document showing date of death of 

plaintiff’s mother Amena Bibi. In fact the plaintiff’s side had not submitted any 

document at all. The PW1 wrote in his examination-in-chief that the khatian No.100 

is the Ext.1; but the Ext.1 is the photocopy which has not been signed by the 

Presiding Judge. So, I find that the plaintiff’s side had not submitted any document 

at all in support of his plea. Although the plea that plaintiff’s mother Amena Bibi 

predeceased her father Rahmatullah Dewani is the plea of the defendants’ but the 

burden lies on the plaintiff to show that his mother had not predeceased his 

maternal grandfather Rahmatullah Dewani. The plaintiff could not examine any 

independent witness to prove this fact. If Rahmatullah Dewani had given 5B (five 

bigha) land to his daughter Amena Bibi (plaintiff’s mother) which the plaintiff now 

claims in this suit, then why did not he mention the boundary of that 5B (five bigha) 

land in the plaint? The plaintiff has mentioned 7 Nos. of Dag in the schedule of the 

plaint which he claims that 5B (five bigha) land of these 7 Nos. of Dag had been 

given to his mother by his maternal grandfather. The plaintiff’s side had not 

exhibited any document to see whether there are 5B(five bigha)land or not in those 

Dag of Khatian No.100. I find that the plaintiff had not discharged his liability to 

prove that his mother survived her father Rahmatullah Dewani and had not 

predeceased him. 

 Issue No.3 is decided in the affirmative in favour of the defendants against the 

plaintiff. 

 

 

11. Issue No.4: 
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 The plaintiff has claimed his maternal grandfather’s property. But the plaintiff’s side 

has not submitted any land document showing any immovable property of 

Rahmatullah Dewani as claimed in the plaint as well as in evidence. The defendants’ 

side had exhibited the khatian No.100, Jamabandi etc. showing lands of Lt. 

Rahmatullah Dewani. But the plaintiff has the burden to produce documents of his 

maternal grandfather’s property.The defendants claim that after death of 

Rahmatullah Dewani, his legal heirs i.e. defendant No.1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 had 

partitioned their ancestral property as per Muslim Law of inheritance and are 

possessing their respective shares from 1969. The claim of the other defendants 

that the defendant No.1 sold some land of his share is admitted by the defendant 

No.1 while adducing evidence as PW2. The first/oldest of the sale deeds is Ext.C 

original sale deed No.1271 dtd.24/01/1969. The admission of sale of land by 

defendant No.1 to defendant No.3 raises a question that if the property of 

Rahmatullah Dewani is not partitioned, then how the defendant No.1 had sold land 

from his share to defendant No.3? So, it can be guessed that partition was done 

prior to 24/01/1969 for which the defendant No.1 could sale land to defendant No.3 

on 24/01/69 and afterwards. 

 In view of the above discussions and findings of issue No.3 I find that the plaintiff’s 

mother Amena Bibi had not inherited the properties left by Rahmatullah Dewani. 

 Issue No.4 is decided in the negative in favour of the defendants against the 

plaintiff. 

12. Issue No.5, 6 & 7: 

 In view of the above findings, I find that the plaintiff is not entitled to 5B land. The 

plaintiff is not entitled to any relief as prayed for. 
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 Issue No.5, 6 & 7 are decided in the negative in favour of the defendants against 

the plaintiff. 

13. In view of the above discussions, the title suit is dismissed on contest without cost. 

14. Prepare decree accordingly. 

15. Given under my hand and seal of this Court this 31st day of May, 2019. 

Typed by me— 

 

D. Boro     D. Boro 

Civil Judge, Dhubri     Civil judge, Dhubri 
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APPENDIX 

Plaintiff’s Exhibits:NIL 

Defendant’s Exhibits: 

Ext.A-Certified copy of FIR of GR No.1226/15 

Ext.B-Original sale deed No.5853 dtd.03/09/1973 

Ext.C-Original sale deed No.1271 dtd.24/01/1969 

Ext.D-Original sale deed No.8070 dtd.26/09/1972 

Ext.E-Original sale deed No.8034 dtd.14/09/1974 

Ext.F-Original sale deed No.1653 dtd.18/02/1980 

Ext.G-Certified copy of Khatian No.100  

Ext.H-Certified copy of khasra of Khatian No.100 

Ext.I-Certified copy of voter list 1961 

Ext.J to O- Certified copy of Jamabandi 

Plaintiff’s Witness: 

PW1- Mahammad Ali 

PW2-Gafur Uddin 

Defendant’s Witness: 

DW1- Nur Islam 

DW2- Kudrat Ali 

DW3- Sahabuddin 

DW4- Eyakub Ali 

DW-5-Amina Bibi @ Omina Bibi 
          
 

D. Boro 

Civil Judge, Dhubri 


